Continents, supercontinents, mantle thermal mixing, and mantle thermal isolation: Theory, numerical simulations, and laboratory experiments
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[1] Super-continental insulation refers to an increase in mantle temperature below a supercontinent due to the heat transfer inefficiency of thick, stagnant continental lithosphere relative to thinner, subducting oceanic lithosphere. We use thermal network theory, numerical simulations, and laboratory experiments to provide tighter physical insight into this process. We isolate two end-member dynamic regimes. In the thermally well mixed regime the insulating effect of continental lithosphere can not cause a localized increase in mantle temperature due to the efficiency of lateral mixing in the mantle. In this regime the potential temperature of the entire mantle is higher than it would be without continents, the magnitude depending on the relative thickness of continental and oceanic lithosphere (i.e., the insulating effects of continental lithosphere are communicated to the entire mantle). Thermal mixing can be short circuited if subduction zones surround a supercontinent or if the convective flow pattern of the mantle becomes spatially fixed relative to a stationary supercontinent. This causes a transition to the thermal isolation regime: The potential temperature increases below a supercontinent whereas the potential temperature below oceanic domains drops such that the average temperature of the whole mantle remains constant. Transition into this regime would thus involve an increase in the suboceanic viscosity, due to local cooling, and consequently a decrease in the rate of oceanic lithosphere overturn. Transition out of this regime can involve the unleashing of flow driven by a large lateral temperature gradient, which will enhance global convective motions. Our analysis highlights that transitions between the two states, in either direction, will effect not only the mantle below a supercontinent but also the mantle below oceanic regions. This provides a larger set of predictions that can be compared to the geologic record to help determine if a hypothesized super-continental thermal effect did or did not occur on our planet.
1. Introduction

The idea that continents can insulate the mantle, predates the development of plate tectonics by decades [Pekeris, 1935]. The idea has been refined but the different heat transfer modes in oceanic and continental lithosphere remain a key underpinning.

Oceanic lithosphere is relatively short-lived attesting to the fact that it is the active upper thermal boundary layer of mantle convection [e.g., Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1967]. Its thermal structure has thus been modeled within a thermal convection framework [e.g., Parsons and Selater, 1977; Parsons and McKenzie, 1978; Stein and Stein, 1992]. Unlike oceanic lithosphere, the longevity of continental crust, and deeper continental lithosphere [e.g., Boyd et al., 1985], has lead to continental thermal structure being treated within a thermal conduction framework [e.g., Pollack and Chapman, 1977; Morgan and Sass, 1984; Rudnick et al., 1998]. The inefficiency of conduction, as compared to convection, leads to the idea that continents can inhibit heat loss from the mantle, i.e., act as thermal insulators. The greater thickness of continental versus oceanic lithosphere [e.g., Jordan, 1981] further feeds into the potential insulating effect of continents, as does their enrichment of heat producing elements [Whitehead, 1972; Busse, 1978].

Although it is agreed that continents can effect mantle dynamics, the degree of any temperature increase that might occur below a supercontinent, due to continental insulation, is not agreed upon. If the temperature increase leads to mantle melting that would not occur without the insulation effect, then the effect is significant. Coltice et al. [2007, 2009] have used numerical simulations to argue that this is the case. At the other side of the discussion, O’Neill et al. [2009] and Heron and Lowman [2010] have used similar numerical simulations to argue that this is not the case. Their simulations lead to small temperature increases below a supercontinent. That is, the average potential temperature below a supercontinent was insignificantly different from that below oceanic domains. Thus, melting could occur only by mantle plumes that rise below the supercontinent. The idea that the dominant cause of a temperature rise below a supercontinent is due to rising mantle plumes, as opposed to continental insulation, is also inherent to the modeling studies of Zhong et al. [2007] and Zhang et al. [2010]. These authors concluded that a subcontinental mantle temperature increase below Pangea was caused by upwelling mantle plumes that formed below the supercontinent in response to circum–continental subduction zones (the circum–continental downflow associated with subducting slabs would drive upflow below the supercontinent via simple mass conservation). Insulation effects within the models were minor in comparison to temperature changes driven by upwelling plumes. Indeed, the models of Heron and Lowman [2010] build off of the earlier Zhong et al. [2007] study.
[2010] argue that subduction around a stagnant oceanic plate would also drive upwelling plumes. That is, if this is indeed the main factor that drives heating below a supercontinent, then the cause is not continental insulation; the effect does not actually require a continental plate, just a plate rimmed by subduction zones. It also follows that if this is the case, major subcontinental heating events should not occur in models that do not allow for plumes. Yet the models of Coltice et al. [2007, 2009], which do show significant heating below supercontinents, are purely internally heated so plumes can not be invoked to explain the results of these authors.

[6] Clearly the modeling efforts of various groups are providing results that are, at face value, not compatible. Reconciling these differing model results would provide deeper insights into the dynamics of continent-mantle interactions and, more specifically, into the range of mantle responses during episodes of supercontinent assembly and dispersal. We start with the position that both views are correct, in different limits, and use a combination of thermal network theory, numerical simulations, and laboratory experiments to provide tighter physical insight into the thermal link between continents and the mantle. In doing so, we gain added insight into how any supercontinent heating event would effect the entire Earth system.

[7] Our analysis will make a break from a prevalent view in the literature on supercontinental insulation. It is often assumed that an insulation driven increase in mantle temperature occurs only during supercontinent episodes. We will argue that this is not correct. If continental lithosphere can insulate the mantle then it can do so with dispersed and/or drifting continents. The mantle can still have one single potential temperature if it is thermally well mixed. That is, the insulation effect of continents is global in this situation. Taking this as the reference state means that the mantle always runs hotter then it would if insulating continents were not present. The physical picture of what occurs during a transition to a supercontinent state, that is associated with a rise in subcontinental mantle temperature, then becomes distinctly different from the more traditional view. The mantle temperature below a supercontinent can rise if thermal mixing between the subcontinental and suboceanic domains is inhibited. Subduction zones circling a supercontinent provide a means to inhibit lateral mixing of subcontinental and suboceanic thermal domains. The insulating effect of continental lithosphere can then no longer be communicated to the suboceanic mantle. As a result the mantle temperature below suboceanic domains decreases while the temperature below a subduction rimmed supercontinent increases in a manner that leads to no appreciable change in the volume averaged temperature of the entire mantle. We refer to this as a thermally isolated regime to denote the strongly reduced interaction between subcontinental and suboceanic thermal domains. Transition between the two regimes involves no overall heating or cooling of the mantle as a whole. This means that the time scale of a mantle temperature increase below a supercontinent will not depend on the time scale of internal heat generation. As the transition is associated with reduced thermal mixing between mantle domains, the pertinent timescale will be an advective one which is considerably faster. A further implication is that if the mantle below a supercontinent is not thermally isolated from the suboceanic mantle, then there will be no change in the mantle temperature below it. Thus, not all supercontinent events need be associated with changes in the thermal structure of the mantle. In terms of reconciling different modeling results, an equivalent statement is that numerical simulations with continental lithosphere of equal insulating potential can lead to significant thermal changes in the mantle during supercontinent episodes as well as to no significant thermal changes during supercontinent episodes. The next section formalizes and tests these ideas.

2. Theory and Numerical Simulations

[8] We build on a body of theoretical, numerical, and laboratory work in which we have been involved [Lenardic and Moresi, 2001, 2003; Cooper et al. 2004, 2006; Lenardic et al. 2005; Jellinek and Lenardic, 2009]. These studies did not focus on supercontinents but the work can be extended to address the debate noted in the introduction. Our theoretical scaling approach is presented in Appendix A [Lenardic and Moresi, 2001, 2003; Lenardic et al., 2005]. We have extended the theory to cover the potential that one of two different dynamic states can exist during supercontinent assembly. One state leads to a large temperature difference between subcontinental and suboceanic domains where as the other does not.

[9] We model the solid Earth heat transfer system as a thermal network comprised of oceanic and continental heat transfer paths (Figure 1a). The linking of these paths and how it effects local and global heat transfer is a main physical aspect we will focus on. The thermal network contains three
The concept of a thermally well mixed mantle will be crucial to our analysis. In a vigorously convecting system the average internal temperature of the convecting layer tends toward a single value with any lateral temperature variations occurring only in response to upwelling or downwelling thermal boundary layer instabilities [Turcotte and Oxburgh, 1967; Turcotte and Schubert, 1982]. This holds for a system with a single convection cell or multiple cells (it is independent of mixing within a cell versus cross cell mixing). The notion of a single mantle potential temperature stems directly from the idea that convection in the mantle is vigorous such that the mantle is thermally well mixed (this idea should not be confused with chemical mixing). A thermally well mixed mantle leads to only one bulk average internal temperature with any lateral temperature variations associated only with relatively narrow sinking slabs and upwelling mantle plumes. If super-continental insulation events can occur then this reference, thermally well mixed state must break down as, by definition, the mantle potential temperature below a supercontinent would need to be greater than the potential temperature in other regions of the mantle. This would set up a lateral temperature variation in the mantle. As such, the level of lateral mixing in the mantle is critical to the issue at hand. A large, long-lived temperature rise below a supercontinent requires that lateral thermal mixing be inhibited (within a single cell or across multiple cells). If it is not, then any thermal anomaly that may form below a supercontinent would become thermally mixed with the bulk of the mantle and a single potential temperature would be established.

For our analysis, the discussion above leads to the idea that if efficient lateral mixing occurs within the mantle, then there is only one driving temperature drop, i.e., the average internal mantle temperature minus the surface temperature. If lateral mixing is inhibited then the oceanic and subcontinental mantle temperatures can differ and two driving temperature drops need to be considered. The cartoon of Figure 2 shows conceptually how we solve for the driving temperature drops in the case of poor lateral mixing or the total system temperature drop in the case of efficient lateral mixing. For either case we must solve for the internal mantle temperature in the limit of a continental lid covering the entire system. This follows from Lenardic and Moresi [2001]. The other end member case of no continental lid comes from classic scalings of infinite Prandtl number convection or any preferred scaling from mantle convection.
vection models that do not treat continents. How those two end members are linked now becomes a key issue.

For poor lateral mixing, the internal temperature scalings allow us to solve for local mantle heat flux below oceans and continents. The total system heat flux becomes the surface area weighted average of the two (Appendix A). For the case of efficient lateral mixing, the theoretical scaling is a bit more involved. The continental series resistance is linked in parallel with the resistance component associated with the oceanic lithosphere and a composite thermal resistance is derived. Together with the internal temperature, which is the weighted average of the two end members, this allows us to solve for surface heat flux (Appendix A).

Our numerical work to date has used simulations to confirm the scaling ideas for efficient lateral mixing [Lenardic and Moresi, 2003; Lenardic et al., 2005]. The simulations in the right column of Figure 3 provide an example. All of the simulations of Figure 3 are purely bottom heated with a constant viscosity. The wrap around boundary conditions at the sides of the modeling domain for the right column simulations of Figure 3 allow the mantle flow field to move freely relative to the continent which is rigid, as compared to the free slip condition elsewhere, this inhibits lateral thermal mixing. A thermal anomaly forms below the lid as a result and its extent tracks the extent of the lid itself. Figure 4b compares scaling theory predictions to a suite of simulation results in this alternate state.

In the isolated state there is limited mixing from the continent to the ocean side within a single convection cell. If an isolated state held globally in the mantle then all convective cells would remain locked to continents and the temperature below any single continent would depend on its depth and lateral extent and not on the global continental coverage. This is consistent with the results from an alternate theoretical treatment based on a thermal loop model [Phillips and Coltice, 2010]. The nature of that approach means continents are assumed to remain fixed relative to a mantle convection cell. Thus, that analysis is in line with the assumption of an isolated state within our analysis.

Figure 5 shows three simulations that include internal mantle heating for different continental configurations. The basal heating Rayleigh number...
for the simulations is $3 \times 10^6$. The internal heating Rayleigh number is $10^7$ (see Appendix B for the full conservations equations which show how mixed heating is incorporated into the models). The boundary conditions allow for efficient thermal mixing in all these simulations. For all cases there is a well defined average internal mantle temperature and the only lateral variations that occur are due to sinking or rising boundary layer instabilities. The average mantle temperature depends on the total surface area of continents and not on whether the continents are clumped together as a supercontinent or dispersed. That is to say, continents always insulate the mantle but in the well mixed state they do so globally. Although there is no localized thermal anomaly below any continents, the internal mantle temperature does depend on global continental coverage. Thus, in the well mixed state the temperature below any single continent depends on the global continental coverage and not on the extent of that specific continent. This is distinctly different from the isolated state as discussed in the previous paragraph and as mapped in more detail by Phillips and Coltice [2010]. In
addition to the cases shown in Figure 5, we also ran a three continent case. The mantle potential temperature remained unchanged compared to the 1 and 2 continent cases (all cases having the same total continental area), consistent with our scaling predictions for the thermally well mixed state. An earlier study [Lenardic and Moresi, 2003] explored six different continental configurations, for constant total continental area, in smaller modeling domains. The results were consistent with our predictions for the thermally well mixed state provided the extent of any single continent did not approach the thickness of the upper thermal boundary layer.

[17] We now consider a transition from a well mixed to a thermally isolated state. In the isolated state, our ideas predict that the insulation effect of continental lithosphere should become local which would lead subcontinental temperature to increase and suboceanic mantle temperature to decrease. The changes in terms of the network model are shown in Figure 6. A prediction from our scaling theory (Appendix A) is that the average temperature of the entire mantle should remain constant. Figure 7a shows the time evolution of a simulation that allows for a regime transition by imposing conditions that generate subducting slabs at both sides of a supercontinent (in effect, the slab curtains prevent lateral mixing). Figure 8a shows mid-mantle temperature profiles at two times and 8b shows the suboceanic and subcontinental averages over time. The average temperature of the entire mantle remains constant to within 2–3% over the transition between the two states.

[18] Figure 7b shows a time slice from a simulation that started with the initial state of Figure 7a but changed the side boundary conditions from wrap-around to reflecting. This allowed a long wavelength cell to form and remain fixed relative to the continent. This inhibited lateral mixing allowing a lateral temperature gradient to develop in the mantle. The degree of thermal isolation between the subcontinental and suboceanic mantle domains was not as complete as for the case with a subduction curtain at the same model evolution times. None the less, the average mid mantle depth temperature increase below the continent in Figure 7b was still significant; 4% versus 6% for the subduction curtain case at an equivalent evolution time.

[19] Figures 7 and 8 show that the extent of temperature variations in the thermally isolated regime greatly exceeds the lateral dimension of mantle upwellings. That is, mantle plumes are not the cause of the subcontinental temperature increase in the simulations. To make this clear, we have performed simulations that are purely internally heated (Figure 9). Our scaling theory predicts that the mantle temperature below a continent in the thermally isolated regime depends on the thickness of a continent, its thermal conductivity, and the mantle Rayleigh number (equations (A9) and (A10) of Appendix A). The lower mantle boundary layer does not enter directly. The mantle runs hotter as a result of insulation from the continent and this
does not depend on the heating mode of the mantle. If continental lithosphere leads to a thicker upper boundary layer then would result without it, then a purely internally heated mantle will heat up so that surface heat flow balances internal heat production. If the isolated regime breaks down, then the overall mantle temperature should still remain constant, i.e., it should be the volume average of the suboceanic and subcontinental domains in the isolated regime. Conversely, going from a thermally well mixed to an isolated regime should lead subcontinental/suboceanic mantle temperatures to increase/decrease in a manner that does not alter the average temperature of the entire mantle. As the transition is associated with cutting off advective mixing between domains, the time scale for significant changes to occur should be comparable to a mantle overturn time. The simulations of Figure 9 confirm these predictions and, together with our purely bottom heated and mixed heating simulations, show that our main results are, to first-order, independent of mantle heating mode. This allows us to connect our ideas to the simulations of Coltice et al. [2007] which assumed an internally heated mantle.

[20] Figure 10 compares our predictions to the simulation results of Coltice et al. [2007]. As the two continents in that simulation come together to form a supercontinent, the average temperatures below subcontinental and suboceanic domains change. These changes are captured by our theory for a transition from a mixed to a thermally isolated state.

[21] Our simulations and those of Coltice et al. [2007] show that a significant temperature increase can occur within 100 my below a thermally isolated
supercontinent. This time scale is rapid compared to the time scale for conduction across the mantle or continental lithosphere and/or the time scale associated with heating due to decay of radiogenic elements in the mantle [e.g., Lowman and Gable, 1999; Zhong et al., 2007]. The main factor that allows for the transition is suppression of lateral mixing, the time scale for which is comparable to the mantle overturn time. The reduction in the length scale of overturning motions in the isolated regime, due to confinement of the two domains, further reduces the time scale required for significant thermal changes to occur. The fact that the changes in mantle temperature are due to suppression of lateral mixing is also why the thermal effects are felt in the suboceanic and subcontinental mantle over the entire mantle depth (as opposed to just locally below a supercontinent). Even though the transition between states leads to significant temperature changes over 100 my, the time scale for the system to reach a new statistically steady state approaches 1 Gy (Figure 8b). The implication is that if a transition did occur, then from the time of supercontinent assembly to dispersal the mantle would not be in a statistically steady state. That is, the assumption of statistical thermal equilibrium would not hold even though the average global temperature of the mantle was not changing.

Allowing for more complex rheologic behavior, that more accurately models oceanic plates, does not change our main results (Figure 11). These simulations have a strongly temperature-dependent viscosity. The temperature-dependence allows for a six-order of magnitude viscosity variation in the mantle (see Appendix B for the specific viscosity function). This strong temperature-dependence of mantle viscosity does not lead to an appreciable change in the evolution of suboceanic and subcontinental mantle temperatures during a transition from a well mixed to a thermally isolated state (Figure 11b). The changes in mantle potential temperatures coupled to a temperature-dependent viscosity allow for an enhancement of some of the key effects predicted by our scaling theory (Appendix A). In the well mixed state, the presence of continents influences the heat loss from oceanic regions by raising the mantle potential temperature. For a temperature-dependent viscosity this has an enhanced effect on increasing the effective Rayleigh number driving convection. Thus, oceanic plate overturn and associated heat loss are greater than they would be without continents and without thermal mixing. For the thermally isolated state the prediction is that the potential temperature below oceanic regions should drop, viscosity should increase, and the rate of oceanic plate overturn and associated local heat loss should drop. The heat loss from oceanic regions dominates global heat loss which leads to that added prediction that global mantle heat loss should be lower in the isolated relative to the well mixed state. Our numerical simulation bear out this expectation. The global heat loss in the well mixed simulation is 9% higher than that from the thermally isolated simulation.

The simulations of Figure 11 also incorporate a depth-dependent mantle rheology with a higher lower mantle viscosity. Depth-dependence increases the potential for long wavelength convection [Bunge et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 2000; Busse et al. 2006; Lenardic et al., 2006; Hoink and Lenardic, 2008, 2010]. This becomes prominent for the middle simulation of Figure 11a. For that simulation, thermal isolation results from a long wavelength mantle convection cell becoming fixed relative to a supercontinent. In our 2D models this is achieved by imposing reflecting side boundary conditions. If the side boundary conditions are re-set to wrap around, as per the top simulation of Figure 11a, then the long wavelength cell could not persist. However, in a fully 3D spherical case the pattern could remain fixed relative to the supercontinent if it was associated with a degree one flow. The dimensions of the single cell in the middle simulation of Figure 11a are comparable to the cell extent needed for a degree one flow. As well as facilitating long wave flow, the depth-dependence enhances isolation effects. That is, the high vis-
Figure 7. (a) Temporal evolution of a numerical simulation that transitions from a thermally well mixed to a thermally isolated regime. The transition is initiated by fixing the side boundary conditions to be free-slip, reflecting versus wrap-around and by initiating a peripheral mantle down flow at the edge of the model supercontinent. This was achieved by prescribing a zero horizontal flow condition at the continental edge over a depth extent of 0.8. The sinking velocity of the down flow is not prescribed but is a function of the system dynamics. The transit time is the time it would take a mantle parcel to move from the top to the bottom of the system based on the rms velocity of the simulation. The scaled time assumes whole mantle depth and a mean mantle convection velocity of 10 cm/yr. (b) A time frame from a simulation that imposed reflecting side boundary conditions versus wrap-around boundary conditions. This resulted in a transition to a partially isolated regime as it lead to a large scale mantle flow pattern that remained fixed relative to the supercontinent above it (as per the left side simulations of Figure 3).
cosity of the lower mantle provides added inhibition of thermal mixing in the isolated regime (compare the middle simulation of Figure 11a to the simulation of Figure 7b).

The network model makes it clear that if continental and oceanic plate thickness are considered to be the same, then continental insulation will not be significant. Thus, models that prescribe the thickness of oceanic plates and set that thickness to be near that of continental plates should not produce significant insulation effects. For the present day Earth, the bulk of evidence points to an on average thicker thermal continental lithosphere relative to oceanic lithosphere [e.g., Jordan, 1981; Jordan et al., 1989; Niu et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2005]. Under greater degrees of convective vigor, in the Earth's past, the thickness of the oceanic thermal boundary layer (oceanic plates) should decrease faster than the continental plate thickness (due to the stabilizing effect of the buoyant chemical lithosphere, i.e., continental crust and depleted mantle). However, the effective resistance will also depend on the aspect ratio of convection cells in oceanic regions. This geometric effect appears as a free scaling constant in our theoretical scaling analysis (no theory we know of can predict aspect ratios, i.e., convection patterns, for even the simplest of situations). Laboratory experiments have shown that partially insulated convection, under stagnant lid conditions, can transition from a thermally well mixed to a thermally isolated state as the ratio of insulating area increases relative to the characteristic wavelength of convective flow [Jellinek and Lenardic, 2009].

Prescribing low or zero heat flux boundary conditions over portions of a modeling domain, as a means to mimic continents, can provide a potential insulation effect [e.g., Grigne et al., 2007; Heron and Lowman, 2010]. However, the level of mantle mixing in this approach differs from that of models with continental lithosphere immersed in the mantle. This is made clear by the simulations of Figure 12. Prescribing a supercontinent as a local boundary condition leads to a thermally well mixed state while the otherwise equivalent model with continental lithosphere leads to thermal isolation (Figure 12, top). The simulations in Figure 12 also highlight how mechanical conditions can affect internal mantle temperatures. The simulation with a rigid mechanical condition in the zero heat flux region (Figure 12, middle) leads to a greater average internal temperature than the case with a free
slip condition (Figure 12, bottom). This is in line with our scaling predictions (Appendix A). The rigid condition case does lead to a small amplitude thermal anomaly below the model continental region but it is very shallow. That is, unlike the simulations that model immersed continental lithosphere, the potential temperature of the bulk mantle below the supercontinent does not differ significantly from that below oceanic regions.

3. Laboratory Experiments

Our results show that protracted strong subduction at the margins of a supercontinent can “short circuit” mantle stirring and give rise to persistent large lateral temperature variations. Collapse of this unstable regime, in response to continental breakup or as a consequence of the buoyancy forces related to these lateral temperature variations destabilizing the subduction, can lead to large-scale mantle overturning the form of which can be complicated. Resulting transient dynamics can have significant thermal effects in the oceanic and continental mantles, the observable implications for which we discuss in the subsequent section. An obvious question, however, is the robustness of this behavior. That is, is it a generic property of convecting systems with partial insulation. To this end we show results from a comparable set of laboratory experiments aimed at exploring this phenom-
We focus on key aspects of the evolving structure of the flow and the responses of the interior and basal temperature fields. As our numerical simulations focus on the effects of large continents, we restrict this discussion to an experiment with an insulating lid that initially covers approximately 49% of the cold surface. A complete discussion that investigates the effect of lid extent on these transient flows is the subject of an additional paper.

A layer of corn syrup is heated from below with a resistance heater and cooled from above with a well-stirred layer of very low viscosity mineral oil (Figure 13a). Much like the Earth’s mantle deforming in the diffusion creep limit, the corn syrup has a strongly temperature-dependent Newtonian viscosity of the form $\mu(T) = \mu_c \exp(-\gamma T)$, where $\gamma = 0.2 \pm 0.02 \text{°C}^{-1}$ is the rheological temperature scale and the reference viscosity for the syrup $\mu_c = 12 \text{ Pa} - \text{s}$. Prior to the start of an experiment, a removable barrier constructed of stainless steel and low-conductivity nylon fabric is inserted at the interface between the oil and syrup to provide partial insulation at the cold boundary with a lateral extent that we can vary. Once started, each experiment is run to statistically steady conditions with partial insulation, quantitatively consistent with Jellinek and Lenardic [2009]. The plate is then carefully but quickly removed in such a way that no shear is imparted to the flow and the system is allowed to evolve through a transient thermal regime into a new and thermally well mixed steady state. With a lid covering 49% of the cold surface the effective Rayleigh number based on the average steady-state temperature difference from the hot boundary to the cold bath, a layer depth and fluid properties adjusted for the presence and insulating effects of the lid [Jellinek and Lenardic, 2009] and a viscosity based on the mean temperature of the system is $2 \times 10^8$.

Consistent with Jellinek and Lenardic [2009], under the initial partially-insulated steady state conditions the heat flux is carried across the layer through a combination of large-scale overturning motions driven by strong, high viscosity cold plumes descending beneath the gap and by nearly isoviscous thermals rising primarily beneath the lid (Figure 13b). Episodic hot plumes rising through the cold downwelling are also observed and are qualitatively comparable to the “bursting” behavior reported by Thayalan et al. [2006] in numerical simulations. A key feature of this regime is that the flow maintains a large lateral interior temperature difference from the lid to the gap side (Figure 13a). Upon removal of the lid this lateral temperature difference becomes unstable and the gravitational potential energy is released as the cold fluid beneath the gap descends beneath rising hot fluid that was initially beneath the lid (Figures 13c and 13d). The arrival and spreading of this cold material perturbs the temperature at the hot boundary (Figure 14a) and “bulldozes” thermal boundary layer fluid, which causes both an increase in the frequency of plume formation [cf. Robin et al., 2007] as well as a clustering in time of plume-forming events (Figures 14b and 14c). As the experiment progresses, the internal temperature of the system becomes uniform and a steady-state stagnant lid mode of convection is recovered. It is useful to note that consistent with the numerical simulations, the final internal temperature is the average of the initial lid and gap sides.

4. Discussion

The numerical study of O’Neill et al. [2009] predicted minor heating below supercontinents relative to the very similar numerical study of Coltice et al. [2009]. The reason is now clear: The supercontinent drifting freely relative to the convection mantle favored lateral thermal mixing in the simulations of O’Neill et al. [2009]. The simulations of Heron and Lowman [2010], which where used to argue for even smaller degrees of heating below
Figure 11. (a) Mantle convection simulations with 40% continental lithosphere of 0.05 thickness. Violet region in the oceanic lithosphere are failure zones (regions were convective stress reaches the material yield stress leading to the generation of concentrated zones of weakness). The surface Rayleigh number is \(3 \times 10^2\), the temperature-dependence of viscosity is set by \(\theta = 13.82\), the ratio of the internal to basal heating Rayleigh number is 3, and the lower mantle is 100 times more viscous than the upper mantle. (b) Average sub-ocean and subcontinental mid-mantle temperature profiles from a simulation that transitions from a thermally well mixed state (as per the top simulation in Figure 11a) to a thermally isolated state (as per the bottom simulation in Figure 11a). We have dimensionalized the mid-depth temperatures assuming a mantle potential temperature of 1350 C in the thermally well mixed state.

Figure 12. Comparison of a simulation that allows for finite thickness continents (as per Figure 11) to simulations that mimic the thermal effect of continents via a no heat flux surface boundary condition.
supercontinents, prescribed the thickness of oceanic and continental plates to be equivalent and modeled the thermal effect of continents via a surface boundary condition. Neither of these conditions favors the emergence of a thermal isolation regime, with a localized mantle insulation effect below a supercontinent, thus it was not observed.

[30] A crucial issue in determining whether or not thermal isolation can occur during a supercontinent episode is the extent of thermal mixing. In general, the mantle tends toward efficient thermal mixing within its interior. Isolation can occur but only under restrictive conditions. Consequently, our results do not imply that supercontinents will necessarily lead to heating events below themselves. A supercontinent can remain fixed at the Earth’s surface and lateral thermal mixing can still be efficient if there is large scale mantle flow relative to the continent. The fact that two distinct regimes can exist under identical parameter conditions shows the limitations of using purely numerical simulation based arguments to rule out a temperature increase below a supercontinent or to argue that its inevitable for all supercontinents. Both states are possible for the same mantle Rayleigh number, heating mode, rheology, continental thickness, and continental area. The difference between the two is largely one of mantle flow patterns relative to a supercontinent. For example, if the mantle flow configures itself to allow for subduction zones that encircle a supercontinent, then transition to a thermally isolated state can occur with an associated increase in temperature below a supercontinent. The degree to which isolation occurs can still be variable depending on the how continuous peripheral subduction is and on how long the configuration lasts (Figure 8b).

[31] Mapping the two end member states leads to predictions about the effects that would occur during transitions between them. In particular, we have highlighted that any transition will effect not only the mantle below a supercontinent but also the mantle below oceanic regions. The added predic-
tions that come with this analysis can be compared against observations to determine if insulation-driven, supercontinent heating events did occur (we use the term “insulation-driven” to distinguish this from the situation of a local temperature increase due to plumes rising below a supercontinent [Zhong et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2010; Heron and Lowman, 2010] - the plume scenario would not be associated with major changes in the potential temperature below oceanic domains). Comparing the full range of model predictions to observations from distinct supercontinent episodes goes beyond the scope of this paper. We can, at this stage, offer some comments regarding the general observational “pattern” or “fingerprint” expected from the evolution through mixing/isolation/mixing regimes.

[32] There are two key characteristics of an isolation regime that have not been highlighted to date: A drop in oceanic potential temperature and a corresponding increase in oceanic mantle viscosity. The reduction in temperature has distinct effects at the top and bottom of the mantle. At the top of the mantle, the drop in oceanic potential temperature will lead to a corresponding drop in sea level, with the magnitude depending on the time scale over which an isolated state is maintained. The results of Figure 11b can be used to give a sense of the potential magnitude of sea level changes. The change in oceanic mantle potential temperature for isolation lasting between 123–354 Myr is 88–175 C, assuming a reference mantle potential temperature of 1350 C in the thermally well mixed state. For this range of oceanic mantle potential temperature changes, the sea level change, associated only with thermal isostasy, is in the range of 100–200 meters. A drop in oceanic potential temperature will also lead to a reduction in the rate of mantle melting, crustal production, and outgassing at ridges, which modulates climate. When the increase in oceanic mantle viscosity is considered, which reduces the rate of mantle stirring and thus melting at both ridges and arcs, these effects are enhanced. At the bottom of the mantle, the core-mantle boundary (CMB) heat flux becomes highly asymmetric. The effect on the geodynamo would depend on whether

Figure 14. (a) Time series of temperatures from near the hot boundary (black) and the flow interior beneath the lid (red) and the gap (blue). (b and c) Time series of internal temperature and corresponding power spectra from the lid side only showing data for the partial-lid regime before the transient (red, bottom time axis) and for the transient following lid removal (blue, top time axis). The temperatures for the transient have been increased by 0.2 so that they can be easily compared with the pre-transient data on the same plot. The enhanced frequency of plume formation and the clustering in time of these instabilities during the transient is correlated in time with the spread of cold fluid from the gap side. Time is normalized to the thermal diffusion time across the tank, $\Delta T_0$ is the average temperature drop from the hot boundary to the cold oil bath and $P$ is the period for plume formation.
If the thickness and thermal properties of the subcontinental mantle plumes are such that the resistance to mantle heat transfer is greater below continents then oceans, then continents can insulate the convecting mantle. The insulating potential does not depend on whether continents are dispersed and drifting relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain thermally well mixed if the supercontinent drifts relative to each other or if they are amalgamated into a single supercontinent. In the former state, the insulating effect of continental lithosphere is communicated to the entire mantle via lateral thermal mixing between suboceanic and subcontinental domains. Thus, the potential temperature of the entire mantle is greater than it would be without insulating continents. During a supercontinent state the mantle can remain ther
mantle mixing. The dependence on thermal mixing means that a significant increase in mantle temperature below a supercontinent can occur on an advective time scale (i.e. $10^8$ years). This removes objections to the viability of super-continental thermal events based on the idea that they would occur on a time scale set by the rate of internal heat generation (which would exceed the time over which supercontinents remain assembled). The connection to the oceanic domain also leads to a greater range of predictions that can be used to determine if supercontinent thermal events did or did not occur in the Earth’s past. A temperature drop in the suboceanic mantle would lead to an increase in mantle viscosity and an associated decrease in the velocity of oceanic plates. This, in turn, would tend to decrease mantle degassing from ridges and arcs. During continental breakup, the large lateral temperature variation that would have developed from the subcontinental to the suboceanic mantle would drive a transient burst of enhanced convective vigor with enhanced ridge and arc activity. The direction of flow induced by the temperature gradient would favor continents over-riding subduction zones leading to a pulse of enhanced continental arc activity.

Appendix A: Scaling Theory

[37] The system we address, the basis of our theoretical approach, and the simplifications we will make are shown in Figure 1. The full problem is simply stated: Develop a heat flow scaling theory for mantle convection interacting with continents. Despite the simplicity of statement, the full problem, allowing for all the potential complexities of the solid Earth system, is associated with an extremely large parameter space. We proceed by exploring a simplified system that retains several of the key elements of the full problem (Figure 1b). We focus first on the connection between stable continental lithosphere and the active mantle sublayer that forms below it. From there we link this thermal path to a resistance component associated with oceanic lithosphere. For a thermally well mixed state, the link involves defining a composite thermal resistance and developing a criteria that relates the driving temperature drop to the percentage of the system covered by the continental component. For the case of poor lateral mixing (the thermally isolated state), the link is simpler as the global heat flux will be a weighted average of cases with and without a continental lid.

A1. Full Continental Lid Theory

[38] We consider the system of Figure 1b in the limit where the convecting mantle is bounded uniformly by a conducting lid of thickness $d$. The lid imposes a rigid mechanical condition on the convecting mantle below. The temperatures at the system top, $T_b$, and base, $T_s$, are constant. The average temperature at the continental lid base, $T_c$, is an unknown to be solved for. The thermal conductivity of the continental lid and mantle are given by $K_c$ and $K_m$, respectively.

[39] Convective vigor in the mantle depends on an effective Rayleigh number given by

$$Ra_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\rho_0 g \alpha (T_b - T_c)(D - d)^3}{\mu \kappa}$$

(A1)

where $\rho_0$ is the reference density of the fluid, $g$ is gravitational acceleration, $\alpha$ is the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, $\mu$ is the fluid viscosity, and $\kappa$ is the fluid thermal diffusivity. As it depends on $T_c$, $Ra_{\text{eff}}$ is not known a priori. Thus, a more standard Rayleigh number will be useful and it is defined as

$$Ra = \frac{\rho_0 g \alpha \Delta T D^3}{\mu \kappa}$$

(A2)

where $\Delta T = T_b - T_c$. The two Rayleigh numbers are related by

$$Ra_{\text{eff}} = \frac{(T_b - T_c)}{\Delta T} (1 - d/D)^3 Ra.$$  

(A3)

[40] We assume thermal equilibrium has been reached. Thus, the average heat flux into the base of the lid, $q_c$, is equal to the average surface heat flux. We can express $q_c$ as

$$q_c = K_c \frac{T_c - T_s}{d}.$$  

(A4)

[41] We assume that a nearly linear thermal gradient holds across the active upper thermal boundary layer of the mantle. The average thickness of this layer is denoted by $\delta_c$. The average temperature drop across it is $T_{ic} - T_{cs}$, where $T_{ic}$ is the temperature of the thermally well-mixed interior. The mantle heat flux, $q_c$, can now be written as

$$q_c = K_m \frac{T_{ic} - T_s}{\delta_c}.$$  

(A5)
Equating equations (A4) and (A5) provides an expression for \( \delta_c \) given by

\[
\delta_c = \frac{(T_w - T_c) K_{sd} d}{(T_c - T_i) K_c}.
\]  

(A6)

We introduce a local boundary layer Rayleigh number, \( Ra_{lb} \), given by

\[
Ra_{lb} = \frac{\delta_c^3 (T_w - T_c)}{D^3 \Delta T} Ra_{eff}.
\]

(A7)

and consider it to remain near a constant value, \( Ra_{crit} \) [Howard, 1966]. The critical Rayleigh number for the onset of convection is \( \approx 10^3 \) for a range of boundary conditions [Sparrow et al., 1964]. However, the local boundary layer Rayleigh number can differ from the critical Rayleigh number for convective onset [Sotin and Labrosse, 1999]. To allow for this we consider \( Ra_{\delta} = a_1 10^3 \) where \( a_1 \) is a scaling constant. This leads to a second expression for \( \delta_c \) given by

\[
\delta_c^3 = \frac{a_1 10^3 D^3 \Delta T}{(T_c - T_i) Ra_{eff}}.
\]  

(A8)

We close the problem by considering a symmetric temperature profile to hold in the convecting mantle so that

\[
T_c = \frac{T_s + T_i}{2}.
\]

(A9)

This assumes that the thermal boundary layer that forms at the mantle base will be of the same thickness as the active upper thermal boundary layer of the mantle. This symmetry relies on the mechanical condition at the top and the base of the convecting portion of the mantle being of the same type. We return to this issue shortly.

Equations (A3), (A6), (A8), and (A9) can be used to derive an expression for \( T_c \). We simplify the expression by nondimensionalizing the system using \( D \) as the length scale, \( K_u \) as the conductivity scale, and \( \Delta T \) as the temperature scale (this allows us to set the nondimensional temperature at the system surface and base to zero and one, respectively; it also means that the heat flux given by equation (A4) can be equated to the Nusselt number, \( Nu \)). The final expression is

\[
(1 - T_c)^5 T_c = a_1 16000 K_u^2 \frac{(d - d^2)^3}{Ra}.
\]  

(A10)

Together with equation (A4), this allows us to solve for the surface heat flux as a function of \( Ra \), \( d \), and \( K_u \).

We now consider a free slip mechanical condition at the mantle base. The bulk of the theoretical framework carries over. The only change is associated with the fact that the critical boundary layer Rayleigh number depends on the mechanical condition felt by the boundary layer [Howard, 1966; Sotin and Labrosse, 1999]. The symmetry condition of equation (A9) is valid if the thermal sublayer below the continental lid and the thermal layer at the base of the mantle having equal thicknesses. The mechanical asymmetry associated with a free slip base means that the critical boundary layer Rayleigh numbers for the upper active thermal boundary layer and for the lower thermal boundary layer will differ. Therefore their equilibrium thicknesses will also differ and a symmetric temperature profile will not exist within the convecting mantle layer.

We first consider the no lid limit with a rigid surface and a free slip base. The temperature drops across the upper and lower boundary layers are denoted by \( \Delta T_u \) and \( \Delta T_l \), respectively. Their thicknesses are denoted by \( \delta_u \) and \( \delta_l \) and their associated boundary layer Rayleigh numbers by \( Ra_u \) and \( Ra_l \). Boundary layer thickness scales with the boundary layer Rayleigh number to the \( -1/3 \) power. In equilibrium the heat flow rate across the boundary layers is equal. Thus,

\[
\frac{\Delta T_u}{\Delta T_l} = b_1 \frac{Ra_u}{Ra_l}.
\]

(A11)

where \( b_1 \) is a scaling constant. The boundary layer Rayleigh numbers are assumed to remain near a critical value proportional to the critical Rayleigh number for the convective onset [Howard, 1966]. This leads to

\[
\Delta T_u/\Delta T_l = b_1 [1707/657]^{1/3}
\]

(A12)

where we have used critical Rayleigh numbers for rigid and free boundaries [Sparrow et al., 1964]. The scaling constant, \( b_1 \), should be near unity.

We ran a series of numerical simulations to test the above. For an \( Ra \) range of \( 10^9 \) to \( 10^4 \) the bulk internal temperature approached 0.64 for the higher \( Ra \) cases (i.e., \( Ra = 10^9 \) is 0.64). This sets the scaling constant \( b_1 \) to 1.3. We adopt this value and assume that the boundary layer asymmetry described by equation (A12) will continue to hold for the active upper and lower boundary layers in the situation.
where a lid is present above the convecting fluid. This leads to an expression for the bulk internal temperature given by

\[ T_i = 0.64 + 0.36T_c. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A13)

This expression replaces equation (A9).

[52] For \( L = 1 \) we must recover the scaling results of the full lid subsection. Thus, \( q_c \) in equation (A19) must be the same as the heat flux determined from equations (A4) and (A10). The term \( \Delta T_c/\Delta T_i \) is a weighting factor that accounts for the fact that the continental heat flux for the case of a partial continental lid will differ from the case of a full lid due to the fact that the average internal temperature depends on continental extent. We will at this stage assume thorough thermal mixing within the mantle to derive an expression for this dependence. For thorough mixing, the average internal temperature of the entire system, \( T_{io} \), will be a weighted average of the internal temperature for the case of complete continental coverage, \( T_{ic} \), and for the no continent case, \( T_{io} \). That is,

\[ T_{io} = (1 - L)T_{io} + LT_{ic}. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A20)

[53] For the no continent case, the average internal temperature will be one half of the surface plus the base temperature. This leads to an expression for the total system heat flux given by

\[ q_t = (1 - L)q_i[(1 - L) + 2LT_{ic}] + Lq_c\left[ \frac{(1 - L)}{2T_{ic}} + L \right]. \]  \hspace{1cm} (A21)

Together with equations (A10), (A9), and (A4) this closes the problem for the case of a partial lid if it is assumed that \( q_o \) is known function of \( Ra \). This amounts to saying that a theoretical scaling already exists for free thermal convection between isothermal boundaries, i.e., for the classic Rayleigh-Bénard problem. For consistency, this scaling should be of the same form as would result from considering our full continental lid scaling in the limit of the conducting lid thickness going to zero. That is, if equation (A8) is taken as the stability criterion for the thermal boundary layer that forms below the conducting lid, then \( q_o \), must scale as \( Ra^{1/3} \) [Howard, 1966]. We will thus consider \( q_o \) to scale as \( Ra^{1/3} \) with the scaling constant determined through direct comparison to numerical simulation results. The global heat flux can then be calculated for the partial lid case as a function of \( d, L, K_L \), and \( Ra \).

[54] Along with global heat flux, local average heat fluxes can also be determined. In equation (A21), the term \( q_o[(1 - L) + 2LT_{ic}] \) represents the average heat flux in the oceanic zone while the term \( q_c\left[ \frac{(1 - L)}{2T_{ic}} + L \right] \) represents the average subcontinental mantle heat flux. This latter term, together with the lids thickness and thermal conductivity allows
one to solve for the average temperature at the base of the continental lid.

[55] Our partial lid scalings thus far have assumed thorough thermal mixing. This assumption may break down depending on boundary conditions and parameter values. We can anticipate this potential by considering the other extreme case of no thermal mixing. For that case, the total system heat flux can be expressed as an area weighted average of the heat flux from each end-member, i.e.,

\[ q_{\text{tot}} = (1 - L)q_o + Lq_c \]  

(A22)

where the added subscript \(nm\) makes it clear that this holds for the case of no thermal mixing.

Appendix B: Numerical Simulations

[56] The simulations discussed used the CITCOM finite element [Moresi and Solomatov, 1995] to solve the equations of thermal convection, allowing for continental lids. The non-dimensional system of equations are given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\partial_t u_i &= 0 \\
\partial_t \left[ 2\mu(T, \tau_{\text{yield}}, D) \epsilon_{ij} \right] &= \partial p + RaTk \\
\partial_t T + u_i \partial_i T &= \partial^2 T + H \\
\rho &= \left[ 1 - \alpha(T - T_0) \right]
\end{align*}
\]

(B1) (B2) (B3) (B4)

where

\[
Ra = \frac{\rho_0 \alpha \Delta T D^3}{\mu \kappa}
\]

\[
H = \frac{Ra_i}{Ra} = \frac{\rho_0 Q d^2}{\Delta TK_0}
\]

and \(u_i\) is the velocity vector, \(\mu(T, C, \tau_{\text{yield}}, D)\) is a viscosity function, \(T\) is temperature, \(\tau_{\text{yield}}\) is a material yield stress, \(D\) is the second invariant of the strain rate tensor, \(\epsilon_{ij}\) is the strain rate tensor, \(p\) is pressure, \(Ra\) is the Rayleigh number, \(k\) is the vertical unit vector, \(\rho\) is the mantle density, \(\alpha\) is the coefficient of thermal expansion, \(g\) is the gravitational acceleration, \(\Delta T\) is the temperature drop across the system, \(D\) is the system depth, \(\kappa\) is thermal diffusivity, \(H\) is the ratio of the thermal Rayleigh number defined for internal heating to that defined for bottom heating, and \(Q\) is internal heat generation per unit mass. Equation (B1) is the mass conservation equation assuming incompressible material, equation (B2) is the momentum conservation equation for creeping flow, equation (B3) is the energy conservation equation assuming no internal or frictional heating, and equation (B4) is the linearized equation of state. Two means of representing a conducting lid where tested and each lead to equivalent results. The first set the viscosity to a relatively high value in the lid region while the second prescribed zero velocity conditions in the lid region.

[57] For temperature and yield stress dependent simulations, the viscosity function follows that of Moresi and Solomatov [1998]. The flow law has two branches. Mantle rheology remains on a temperature-dependent viscous branch for stresses below a specified yield stress, \(\tau_{\text{yield}}\). Along this viscous branch, diffusion creep is considered to be the deformation mechanism and the viscosity function is given by:

\[
\mu_{\text{ creep}} = A \exp[-\theta T]
\]

(B5)

where \(A\) and \(\theta\) are material parameters. For stresses above \(\tau_{\text{yield}}\), the flow law switches to a depth-dependent plastic branch. The yield criterion is defined by:

\[
\tau_{\text{yield}} = \tau_0 + \tau_1 z
\]

(B6)

where \(\tau_0\) is the yield stress at zero hydrostatic pressure, \(\tau_1\) is the slope of the linear yield curve, and \(z\) is depth. The non-linear, effective viscosity along the plastic deformation branch is given by

\[
\mu_{\text{ plastic}} = \frac{\tau_{\text{yield}}}{D}
\]

(B7)

where \(D\) is the second strain-rate invariant and the dependence on \(C\) indicates that different components can have different yield stress values.
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